CRISTINA	^
my pocket, and, turning the barrel against his breast, I
threatened to kill him if he did not instantly give me back
what he had stolen from me. We had a stormy scene, dur-
ing which Ancilla fainted. Medini finally returned my
money, but challenged me to leave the house and cross
swords with him.
I accepted, and laying my pistols on the table followed
him to a convenient place outside the city, where we fought
by the light of the moon. I had the good luck to run him
through the shoulder, so that he could not hold his sword,
and was obliged to ask for quarter. After this episode I
went home and slept the sleep of the just; but when next
morning, I gave an account of the affair to my adopted
father, he advised me to leave Venice immediately and take
refuge at Padua. Count Medini was my enemy for the
rest of my life; the reader will hear of him again.
After a few months spent at Padua, I returned to Venice,
where I should have been perfectly happy if I could have
abstained from punting at basset. My infatuation for this
game often led me into trouble. I had not the prudence to
leave off when I was losing, or the strength of mind to leave
off when I had won moderately, consequently I was always
in need of money.
Once, when I was very hard pressed, I tried to borrow
two hundred sequins from my old friend, Madame Man-
zoni. She was not able to procure the money for me, but she
persuaded a woman friend to intrust a very fine diamond to
me, worth treble the amount I required. I was to take it to
Treviso and pawn it, for there were no pawnbrokers in
Venice; the Jews always found means to prevent the Re-
public from opening one of these useful establishments, so
as to keep the trade of money-lending in their own hands.
As I was passing along the quay of Saint Job, I noticed a
richly-dressed village-girl seated in a gondola. I stopped to
look more closely at her, and the man in the prow called out
and asked me if I wanted to go to Mestre; for if so, he
would take rne for half price. But I replied that I would

